
Use Similarity Indexes, Integral Index 



What is the Similarity Index*? 

• The Similarity Index is a numerical value based on total pattern analysis of how 
well imported experimental data compares to full simulated patterns in the 
ICDD PDF-4 database. 

• Because the Similarity Index uses every point of the pattern scan for 
comparison (instead of just the peak positions), it is best used for only single 
phase experiments. 

*The Similarity Index is currently only available for ICDD PDF-4 products 
 

• There are numerous preferences 
available to customize the 
Similarity Index. 

• Applications of the Similarity 
Index can be applied to both the 
Results form and the SIeve+ 
form. 

This Similarity Index calculation 
shows the best Calcium Fluoride 

match in the database 
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Preferences 

• The first step in calculating Similarity Indexes is to set your Similarity Index 
Preferences. These preferences control how the Similarity Indexes are 
calculated. (Use the Edit Menu > Preferences > General tab) 

• Algorithm: This is the algorithm used in calculating the Similarity Indexes. 
– Normalized R-index: This algorithm (normalized by J. Faber) is based on 

original algorithms found in [1] and [2]: 
– Integral Index: This algorithm is based on the Similarity Index found in [1]: 
– It is generally recommended to keep the default algorithm set to Normalized 

R-index, as this is the most accurate. However, the Integral Index algorithm is 
still available for legacy purposes.  

[1] Hofmann, D. & Kuleshova, L. (2005). J. Appl. Cryst. 38, 861-866.  
[2] Karfunkel, H.R., Rohde, B., Leusen, F.J.J., Gganitz, R.J. & Rihs, G. (1993). J. Comput. Chem. 14, 1125. 

Normalized R-index Integral Index 

Sr: Similarity Index using the Normalized R-index algorithm 
Sint: Similarity Index using the Integral Index algorithm 
n: Number of data points being compared 
Icount: Intensity of current data point in experimental data 
Icalc: Intensity of current data point in simulated/PD3 pattern 
 
 



Preferences 

• Compare To: The type of pattern the user’s experimental data is compared 
to. 
– Simulated Profile: This compares the user’s experimental data to diffraction 

profiles simulated from the d-Spacings and intensities. The settings used to 
simulate these profiles can be changed in the Simulated Profile Preferences 
form. (See slide 7) 

– Raw Diffraction Data (PD3): This compares the user’s experimental data to 
PD3 Patterns (high quality raw experimental data). The wavelength of the PD3 
patterns will be converted internally to match the user’s experimental data. 
Because there are a low number of PD3 patterns currently in the database, 
the simulated profile will be used if a PD3 pattern does not exist for a 
particular entry.  

Simulated Profile 
for Cellulose-Iβ 

Raw Diffraction 
Data (PD3) for 

Cellulose-Iβ 



Preferences 

• Overlapping Region: The common 2θ region that is used in calculating the 
Similarity Indexes. 
– Individual: The common 2θ region between the user’s experimental data and the current 

pattern in the search results. 
– Set-wide: The common 2θ region between the user’s experimental data and all patterns in the  

search results. If this region does not exist, try reducing the number of patterns. 

Individual Overlapping Region: 
In this example, the common 

(compared) 2θ region is 15.53° – 
119.96° (over the current pattern) 

Set-wide Overlapping Region: 
In this example, the common 

(compared) 2θ region is 27.65° – 
60.14° (over all 129 patterns) 



Preferences 

• The next step in calculating Similarity Indexes is to set your 
Simulated Profile Preferences. These preferences control how the 
simulated profiles are calculated, which are used for comparison to 
your experimental data. (Use the Edit Menu > Preferences > 
Simulated Profile tab) 

• The following preferences are used 
for simulating profiles: 
• Radiation 
• Geometry 
• Profile 
• Since the 2θ range is handled 

automatically by the 
Overlapping Region 
preference, the Range 
preferences are ignored. 



Search 

• The next step in calculating Similarity Indexes is to create search criteria based on known 
information about your experimental data. Some common examples of known information are: 
– Subfile/subclass 
– Elemental analysis 
– Compound/common/mineral name 
– Strong/long lines (d-Spacings) 

• The more strict the search criteria, the better. Because calculating Similarity Indexes is time 
consuming, a small and accurate set of search results is recommended.  

• This search criteria will generate a specialized list of entries (search results) from the database that 
will then be compared to your experimental data. 

Search 
Our experimental data 
is Calcium Fluoride, so 
we select Ca and F in 

the periodic table 

Search Results 
55 Calcium Fluoride 

patterns in the PDF-4+ 
2012 database 



Import Data 

• Before we can calculate Similarity Indexes for the search results, we need 
to first import our experimental data. (Use the Similarity Index Menu > 
Show Similarity Index) 

Supported file formats: 
Bruker, MDI, 

PANalytical, Scintag, 
Sietronics, CIF, GSAS, 

CSV, User-defined 

Import Preview 



Process Data 

• Before the experimental data is imported, you can optionally process the 
experimental data to better match the simulated profiles: 
– Remove Background:  If your experimental data has background intensity, it is recommended 

to remove this as the simulated profiles do not use a background function. 
– Smooth: If your experimental data is noisy, it is recommended to smooth it to better match 

the “clean” simulated profiles. 
– Strip Kα2: If your experimental data includes Kα2 radiation, you can strip this out. However, 

you must also set the radiation type to Kα1 in the Simulated Profile Preferences. (See slide 7) 

Smoothing Example Kα2 Stripping Example 



Index Results 

• Once the experimental data is imported, a Similarity Index will be automatically 
calculated for each entry in the search results. This is done by: 

1. Creating a simulated profile “on-the-fly” using the Simulated Profile Preferences or by 
reading the raw PD3 pattern from the database. (If applicable; see slide 5.) 

2. Formulating a numerical value based on the fit quality between the experimental data and 
this current compared pattern. The lower the Similarity Index number, the better the 
match. (Zero is a theoretical perfect match.) 

Click column to sort  

Similarity Indexes for 
Calcium Fluoride patterns 

Best match (lowest number): 
PDF # 04-005-4266 

2θ range used for 
comparison is shown in 

parenthesis 



Graph Results 

• While the Similarity Indexes themselves numerically 
describe the fit quality, it is also beneficial to visually see 
the fit quality for yourself. 

• Select one or more entries in the search results and use the 
right-click menu item Graph Similarity Index. 

Experimental data 
plotted with the best 
Similarity Index match 



Graph Results 

• Using the mouse, you can zoom in to better see the fit quality. 
• In this example, we can see that the experimental data profile (red) is 

somewhat broader than the simulated profile (blue). 
• Try readjusting the Simulated Profile Preferences to get a better fit. (See 

slide 7) 
• To print the graph, use the menu item File > Print. 

Profile W Parameter = 0.003636 
(Narrow profile; good fit) 

Profile W Parameter = 0.03636 
(Broad profile; better fit) 



Readjust Preferences 

• After readjusting the Similarity Index Preferences and/or the 
Simulated Profile Preferences, the Similarity Indexes will 
automatically recalculate to new values. 

• To print the search results, use the menu item File > Print. 

Similarity Indexes with Profile 
W Parameter = 0.003636 

(Good indexes) 

Similarity Indexes with Profile 
W Parameter = 0.03636 

(Better indexes) 



Graph Results 

Similarity Index = 0.49 (third best match) 
Still good profile fit 

Similarity Index = 1.15 
Poor profile fit; profile is shifted 



Graph Results 

• To display a histogram of the Similarity Indexes, use the menu item 
Results > Graph Fields. 

• This will show the statistical distribution of Similarity Index values 
for the entire search results. 

Histogram of Similarity 
Indexes for the 55 

Calcium Fluoride patterns 



International Centre for Diffraction Data 

12 Campus Boulevard 

Newtown Square, PA 19073 

Phone: 610.325.9814 

Toll Free Number in US & Canada: 866.378.0331 

Fax: 610.325.9823 

Thank you for viewing our tutorial. 
Additional tutorials are available at the ICDD website. 

 www.icdd.com 

http://www.icdd.com/

